Focusing on the silver lining

The pandemic as an opportunity for museums to increase access and forge new partnerships
Hello!

Archaeologist

Historian

Together, we are the Museum Education Team
What we learnt from a worldwide pandemic
March 2020 vs May 2021
The struggle was real
Factors that are seen as problems, but are they?

- Money
- Knowledge
- Experience
- Lack of technology
- Time
MUSEUM MOBILE PHONE EDITING SOFTWARE
LAPEL MIC
TRIPOD
PHONE ADAPTOR FOR A TRIPOD EXTENSION CABLE FOR MIC
TRAINER COURSE WITH NEWKID FRESNEL LIGHT
PODCAST MIC

Total: €577.69
Azure @ Kerry County Museum
with the Kingdom Dementia Café
Partnerships & Networking
What Education Centres can offer us: Access to Zoom, marketing of event, registration, tech- support, statistics, feedback and evaluation.

What Museums can offer in return: High quality, curriculum based content for online teaching delivered by experienced educators. The perfect match!

Webinar for Primary Schools 12 May 2021: St Brendan the Navigator
CALLING ALL KERRY PRIMARY SCHOOLS

COMPETITION: EXPLORE YOUR LOCAL HERITAGE

For more information or to register your interest please contact: youngkerryhistorians@gmail.com

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

THE KERRY YOUNG HISTORIAN AWARD

KEEP WELL IN YOUR COMMUNITY
KILLACLOHANE PORTAL TOMB

A LIVING HISTORY PROJECT
SUPPORTED BY CREATIVE IRELAND
The Road Ahead

education@kerrymuseum.ie